
Automatic Upper Arm
Blood Pressure Monitor

BP2/BP2A

Quick Guide

1. Introduction
Thank you for purchasing the BP2/BP2A blood pressure

monitor. For more details about the product, please refer

the device user manual.

1.1. Product Features

Model Blood Pressure
Measurement

ECG
Measurement

BP2 √ √

BP2A √

1.2. Unpacking
Main Unit; Charging Cable; User Manual; Quick Guide.

2. Overview
2.1. Main Unit

1. Start/Stop button

 Power On/Off

 Press to Start/Stop blood pressure measurement.

2. Function button

 Press to Start ECG measurement.

 Press and hold 2 seconds to review historical data.

3. Display screen

4. LED indicator

 Blue light is on: the battery is charging.

 Blue light is off: the battery is full charged.

5. ECG electrode

Press and hold them during the ECG measurement.

6. Cable connector

Connect with the charging cable.

2.2. Display Screen
Blood Pressure Measurement

1.Systolic blood pressure 2.Diastolic blood pressure

3.Pulse display

ECG Recording

1.Real time ECG waveform 2.Recording progress bar

3.Real time Heart Rate 4.ECG result

5.Heart Rate result

The screen items are described as below:
Item Description

Heartbeat symbol

Battery symbol

Bluetooth symbol

Data transmission symbol

ECG waveform

ECG measurement progress bar

Press to display next record

Press to return home screen

Current record / Total records

Low signal amplitude or noise

Lead off when ECG is measuring

The recording ECG is in a common
regular pattern.

The recording ECG is in an erratic
pattern. It may be caused by
overload of heart or other
conditions.

3. Using the Monitor
3.1. Charging
Use the USB cable to charge the device. Connect the

USB cable to a USB charger or to the PC. A fully charge

will need 2 hours.

Note: The device cannot be used during charging.
3.2. Blood Pressure Measurement
3.2.1. Before Taking a Measurement
To help ensure an accurate measurement, follow these

directions:

 Rest for at least 5 minutes before taking the
measurement.

 Remove tight-fitting clothing from your arm.
 Try to measure your blood pressure at the same time

each day for consistency.
3.2.2. Applying the Arm Cuff
Remove tight-fitting clothing from your left upper arm.

Do not place the arm cuff over thick clothes. Wrap the cuff

around the upper arm, about 1 to 2 cm above the inside of

the elbow, as shown.

Note: Keep the monitor
wearing position
aligned with the middle
finger.
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3.2.3. How to Sit Correctly
Place your arm on a table so the cuff is level with your

heart.

3.2.4 Measuring Blood Pressure
1. Power on the blood pressure monitor.

2. Press Start/Stop button to start blood pressure

measurement.

3. The monitor will automatically deflate the cuff slowly

during measurement.

4. The readings will be displayed when the measurement

finished.

Note: During measurement, you should keep still and do
not squeeze the cuff.

Home Screen Measuring blood pressure

3.2.5 After Measurement
1. The monitor will automatically release the cuff gas.

2. Remove the cuff.

Note: The monitor will automatically shut down after no

operation for 2 minute.

3.3 Recording ECG
3.3.1. Before Taking a Measurement
To help ensure an accurate measurement, follow these

directions:

 The ECG electrode must be positioned directly against

the skin.

 If your skin or hands are dry, moisten them using a damp

cloth before taking the measurement.

 Stay still during the measurement, do not speak and hold

the device still. Movements of any kind will falsify the

measurements.

3.3.2. Recording ECG
There are four methods for recording ECG by cablefree

operation.

A.Right hand to left Leg B.Hand to hand

C. Right hand to abdomen D.Right hand to chest

To start an ECG Recording:

1. Put your right palm on the right side electrodes of the

Monitor.

2. Put the left side electrodes to the body position that you

desired to measure.

3. Once the body parts are placed on the electrodes, press

Function button to start the EKG recording.

4. The readings will come after 30 seconds.

To start recording ECG again, press Start/Stop button to

return Home screen, then press Function button.

Note: You can get different signal amplitude from the
different methods. Use Lead II mode if signal is too low
in Lead I mode.

3.3.3. Turn on/off Heartbeat Sound
The buzzer beep when heartbeat is detected during ECG

recording. You can turn on/off the heartbeat sound on the

App.

3.4. Review History Record
Hold Function button 2 seconds to enter History screen.

The last measurement result will be displayed in default.

Blood Pressure measurement result

For ECG recording, the Heart Rate will be displayed first and

then replayed the 30-second ECG waveform.

ECG recording result.

4. Using the APP
4.1. Download the App
App name: ViHealth

iOS: App Store

Android: Google Play

4.2. Install the App
Install the ViHealth app on your smart device.

4.3. Connect the monitor

1. Enable Bluetooth on your smart device settings.

2. Power on the monitor and run the ViHealth app.

3. Refer the guide on ViHealth App to complete the

connection.

Note: DO NOT PAIR in the settings of your smart device.
5. Specifications
Physical
Size (main unit) 135(L)×45(W) ×20(H) mm
Weight (main unit) 240g
Cuff size 22 - 42cm
Wireless connectivity Bluetooth 4.0 BLE
Power
Charge input DC5V
Battery run time 500 measurements
Battery charge time 2 hours
Blood Pressure Measurement
Pressure range 0 - 300mmHg
Pulse rate range 40 - 200 /min
ECG Recording
Lead set Lead I, lead II, Chest Lead
ECG length 30s
Heart rate range 30 - 250/min
Storage
Blood pressure records 50
ECG records 10
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